the other one uses the coherent using a quasi-continous four-probe technipotential approximation to sum all the w e . The reproducibility of the measuremultiple scattering contributions to the ment on one sample is better than 0.5%.
resistivity, but ignores the effect of toThe temperature was measured using an 6 pological disorder . Scattering due to to-Au-Fe/Chromel thermocouple, the amorphous pological as well as to substitutional dis-character of the sample was checked before order is taken into account in the FZB and after the experiment by X-ray diffractheory for alloys. However, a quantitative tion. The accuracy of the absolute value assessment of it's validity is hampered by Of the resistivity is restricted by the the fact that the theory is primarily devi-difficulty of measuring the cross-section sed to the weak-scattering limit and that of the sample, an investigation of eight ty (about twice as large as in the present with the Bose-Einstein distribution funcexperiment) and by a large scatter in sign tion n(3).
and magnitude of the TCR (from -3.4~10-4 to +2.6x1 o -~ K" ) , thus establishing the LIQUID PHASE importance of scattering by structural deIn the limit of high temperatures, f ects. n(o).vl and the resistivity structure factor is identical to the static struc-THEORY ture factor. The structure and the thermoWithin the framework of the FBZ-theo-dynamic properties (here we need specifically the volume and the thermal expansion ry, the electrical resistivity of a binary coefficient) may be successfully calculated alloy is given by 2 k~ using the Gibbs-Bogoljubov variational 3 p = c 5 between the crystallization temperature Tc I se random packing and the structure factors Fig.2 Temperature dependence of the elecdiverge at k=Qij, indicating a low-temperatrical resistivity of amorphous
"Qkq. The observed TCR is better described by the-plane wave model (Fig.2) L.von Heimendahl, J.Phys.~,161(1979) . the difference is due $0 structural defect (16) H.U.Kiinzi, private communication.
scattering.
